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Abstract

Objective: To explore stakeholder’s perceptions of physical activity (PA) and sedentary behavior support in youth with Type 1 Diabetes (T1D), to aid intervention development.

Methods: Primary data were collected between February-September 2012. Patients (N=16), parents (N=16) and professionals (N=9) were recruited from a diabetes clinic into a qualitative study. Semi-structured interviews (N=33) and focus groups (N=2), using broad open-ended questions, were conducted in patient/parent’s homes, and at the diabetes clinic. Data were analysed thematically.

Results: Based on participants’ experiences and interpretations, parent and peer support were perceived as essential. Professionals identified they could do more to encourage PA. Technology and information on local opportunities, in addition to in-person support, and a combination of group and one-to-one support were perceived as useful. Important perceived components of support were: diabetes preparation, management and support; enjoyment; education; and incorporation of behavior change techniques. The time of diagnosis was described as an appropriate point to initiate interventions.

Conclusions: The findings will help the development of future PA and sedentary behavior interventions for youth with T1D.
**Introduction**

Physical activity has important health benefits for youth with Type 1 diabetes (T1D)(1, 2) and guidance exists for PA participation(3). However patients often do not meet the recommended daily amount of PA(4, 5) (60 minutes moderate to vigorous PA(6)), and can be less active than their peers without diabetes(7).

Sedentary behavior (sitting or lying whilst awake) may also negatively impact on health(8). A review identified that almost all PA intervention studies in youth with T1D have incorporated supervised interventions, which are less likely to be sustained long-term, and none of the interventions targeted sedentary behavior(1). There is a need for unsupervised, theory-driven and pragmatic interventions to increase and maintain PA and minimise sedentary behavior in this target population(1).

At early stages of health intervention development, the perceptions of central stakeholders should be sought to ensure that such interventions are feasible, acceptable, and useable(9). Previously only one study has explored perceptions of PA in youth with T1D and their parents(10). However it is not clear if patients with a range of PA levels were recruited and the views of health providers were not explored(10). The aim of this paper was to explore what patients, parents and diabetes professionals perceive important to include in diabetes care to support youth with T1D to lead active lifestyles. An adjunct paper explores perceptions (including teachers’ perceptions) on providing support specifically in school(11).

**Methods**

A qualitative research design was employed to explore insights into PA and sedentary behavior and suggestions for intervention in youth with T1D. Semi-structured, one-to-
one interviews and focus groups were conducted using broad open-ended questions. The following topics were explored in all discussions: knowledge, attitudes and experiences of PA, sedentary behavior and T1D; the affect of influential figures on behavior and behaviour change; and current support characteristics and ideas for future support. Previous research published in this area informed the selection of topics. A diabetes physician and three youth of similar age to participants, but without diabetes, reviewed the topic guide for vocabulary appropriateness. Interviews and focus groups were selected based on convenience (e.g. geographic location of participants). Ethical approvals were granted.

**Participants**

Patients and parents were recruited from a diabetes clinic in a Scottish city into a concurrent study measuring PA and sedentary behavior in children aged 7-9 years (primary 3-6 (UK); elementary grade 1-4 (US)) and adolescents aged 12-14 years (secondary 1st-4th year (UK); middle or high grade 6-9 (US)) with T1D(4). The first eight patients and their parents recruited into the above study were invited and participated in this study. Eight children (3 boys, 5 girls), eight adolescents (4 boys, 4 girls) and 16 parents aged 42±6 years (2 men, 14 women) participated. Three patients used insulin pump therapy. The remaining patients used injection therapy. Diabetes duration ranged from 2.3-13.4 years.

Diabetes professionals were invited via letter. Nine professionals (3 men, 6 women; mean age 44.2 ±8.1 years; 4 nurses, 3 dietitians, 2 physicians with 2-30 years of experience) participated. A one-to-one interview and two focus groups (with four participants each) were conducted with professionals.
Data collection

Interviews and focus groups lasted 30-45 minutes. Data were collected by a researcher with experience in conducting qualitative research and with extensive knowledge on PA, sedentary behavior, and T1D. Discussions were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Notes were taken on non-verbal cues during discussions to aid analyses. Age, gender and diabetes duration (if applicable) were recorded. To describe PA and sedentary behavior, participants wore accelerometers (Actigraph Model GT3X+; Manufacturing Technology Inc., Pensacola, FL, USA) for seven days (15sec epochs). Time in moderate to vigorous PA(12) and sedentary behavior(13) were calculated using validated cut-points developed for youth. A minimum wear requirement of 10 hours/day and three days of data were considered valid for inclusion(14).

Analysis

A constructivist thematic analysis approach was adopted and used to organise and explain the experiences of youth living with T1D in relation to PA, sedentary behavior and support needs. Patient, parent, and professionals data were analysed separately using constant comparison(15) before similarities and differences in perceptions across the different participants were explored. Data were systematically arranged into meaningful groups(16). Initial coding was conducted by reading and re-reading the data, followed by sorting of codes into themes. Excerpts from transcripts were segregated under theme names to highlight the meaning of themes and to provide an indication of frequency. Themes were refined by comparison over the full data set. Once the lead researcher had grouped the data under themes and developed a
thematic coding framework and report of the findings, rigour was ensured by multiple-coding checks. Two researchers from outwith the team independently coded 10% of the total data. Also, two additional researchers from the team checked the coding framework and excerpts of data coded under each theme (32 interviews with patients and parents and 2/3 professional discussions), and read the full report. Meetings were held between researchers to find consensus in coding and language used to describe themes. Results are presented as the major themes relating to the development of interventions with example excerpts provided in tables. Excerpt numbers link table excerpts to the related section of the results. The type of respondent (child=C, parent=P or diabetes professional=D) and ID number (the same ID number is used for patients and parents from the same family), are provided with excerpts.

Results

Patients with a range of PA and sedentary behavior levels (moderate-to-vigorous PA range of 22.0-123.3 minutes and 7.0-12.3 hours of sedentary behavior) participated.

Five central themes in relation to important intervention characteristics arose from the data: 1) intervention target groups; 2) intervention delivery settings; 3) intervention delivery methods; 4) intervention components/content; 5) intervention timing and duration. An overarching theme relating to all support characteristics was also identified (individualised approach). Tables 1 and 2 document example excerpts in relation to key identified sub themes.

1) Intervention target groups (Table 1)
Based on participants’ experiences, parents and friends were recognised by patients, parents and professionals as the most significant figures that influenced PA participation. Parental influence was mentioned to change with increasing age as experienced by some parents (excerpt 1.1). Although patients and parents mentioned professionals as being influential due to their authoritative voice (excerpt 1.2a-c), professionals did not perceive themselves as being influential (excerpt 1.3). Teachers, sport coaches, sporting role models (from within the clinic or nationally/internationally renowned), siblings, and extended family were also recalled as being influential. The role of school staff in helping support PA in youth with T1D was identified and is reported on in another paper(11).

Participants saw it important to target parents and families rather than patients alone to change PA and sedentary behavior. Inclusion of peer support was also perceived as important (excerpt 1.4a-c). Some parents spoke against the idea of only including youth with diabetes, as they did not want their child to feel singled out (excerpt 1.5a). Patients also mentioned the importance of not being viewed as different because of their diabetes (excerpt 1.5b). Other parents and some patients and professionals identified socialising with others who have diabetes as a positive experience (excerpt 1.6a-c). Patients and parents highlighted that some contact with the patient on a one-to-one basis might be beneficial in addition to family and peer support, to foster independence (excerpt 1.6d). Several parents and parents perceived parents as important communicators and translators, particularly between younger patients and professionals. Finding a balance between providing parental support and giving patients responsibility was perceived necessary. Most participants mentioned communication between influential figures and working together to provide support
for patients with T1D as important. Local community councils, Diabetes UK (the
main UK diabetes charity), and the government were also recalled as potential targets
to help improve support for youth with T1D, and youth in general, to be active.

2) Intervention delivery settings (Table 1)

Participants mentioned that multiple delivery settings are important for targeting PA
and sedentary behavior. Almost all patients, parents and professionals spoke of
limited PA encouragement provided in current care (excerpt 2.0a-d). Professionals
described how they tend to encourage PA in specific patients including those that:
were regularly active; had weight issues; or specifically asked for guidance.
Professionals suggested that they could: incorporate PA as a third parameter
(alongside diet and insulin) in discussions in all patients’ regular check-ups and in the
patient’s management diary; educate patient’s on the guidelines for PA; include PA in
newly diagnosed patient group education sessions; and develop specific PA plans
with newly diagnosed patients. Introducing a physical activity advisor to the clinic
was also suggested. Patients, parents and professionals also mentioned schools, local
communities, and the family home as potentially useful settings to target support to be
more active and less sedentary. Professionals spoke of the importance of targeting
society rather than only youth with T1D by introducing community/family based
interventions such as walking buses.

3) Intervention delivery methods (Table 2)

Participants generally spoke positively about the inclusion of technology to support
PA and sedentary behavior change. Advantages of technology based on participants’
interpretations of their experiences (excerpt 3.0a-d) included: appeal for youth; for
monitoring and feedback; provision of support networks; and to reduce the number of intervention contacts. Parents highlighted the importance of policing social support to avoid negative messages being communicated to patients (excerpt 3.1a-b). Some patients and parents and all professionals described technology alone as not being enough to change behavior (excerpt 3.2a-b) and that in-person contact is a necessity. Information on local opportunities to be active in leaflet, poster, or website format was perceived as useful by some patients, parents and professionals. However, other strategies were perceived as necessary alongside providing information to encourage behavior change. Perceptions towards preference for group or one-to-one support were variable. Parents mentioned the importance of age. Given the importance of autonomy in adolescence, some participants suggested that one-to-one support would perhaps be preferred in adolescence. In contrast, it was perceived that children could potentially benefit more from group settings (excerpt 3.3a). In line with parents’ perceptions, a few adolescents mentioned they would not like group support (excerpt 3.3b). In contrast, other patients and parents spoke positively regarding group support.

4) Intervention components/content (Table 2)

The most common diabetes related influencers on PA mentioned by patients, parents and professionals were: blood glucose levels and diabetes preparation and management; and diabetes support (excerpt 4.0a-c). Communication and trust in adults leading PA sessions were described as being important. Other important influencers mentioned by patients, parents and professionals included: levels of fear/anxiety related to illness (particularly early post diagnosis) in patients or those providing support to the patient, and the occurrence of hypoglycaemia during or after PA (excerpt 4.0d-f); and having diabetes, which could act as a barrier or facilitator of
PA for some people. Professionals highlighted that the negative impacts of PA on diabetes are often misunderstood (excerpt 4.1). The main influencer of PA unrelated to diabetes mentioned by all types of participant was enjoyment. Having “ownership” to select activities that were perceived to be “cool”, was also perceived important. Other highlighted influencers included: weather; availability of others to be active with; child, family and community attitudes towards PA; safety; facilities and/or opportunities; and appeal of sedentary pursuits. Insulin pump therapy was described as being a facilitator to PA by patients and parents (excerpt 4.2a-c). However, concerns of users and parents related to the pump were recalled: movement of the pump during activity; fear of line detachment; and patients being conscious of others knowing that they have a pump.

Although patient and parent knowledge on the benefits of PA was generally good, knowledge on the recommendations was limited. Sedentary behavior was acknowledged as an important behavior for youth with T1D by patients, parents and professionals (excerpt 4.3a-c). Participants mentioned potential positive and negative effects of sedentary behavior on health, such as having less fluctuation in blood glucose and an increased risk of hyperglycaemia, respectively. Professionals identified educating families on the definition of PA is important, in particular emphasising the benefits of activities of daily living and not just planned, structured exercise. Parents and professionals mentioned that education on the definition of sedentary behavior was also important (excerpt 4.3d). Despite their generally high levels of knowledge, patients and parents perceived education on the benefits and risks of PA and sedentary behavior was important.
Behavior change techniques perceived as useful to include in support mentioned by patients, parents and professionals were: self and external monitoring and feedback to build awareness and increase motivation; including achievable individualised goals and providing rewards/incentives (excerpt 4.4a-b); linking behavior change to efficacy on health (excerpt 4.5a-b); competition; and providing encouragement and motivation.

5) Intervention timing and duration (Table 2)

Nearly all participants perceived that it was important to provide support as close to the time of diagnosis as possible, (excerpt 5.0a-d), depending on the extremity and experiences at diagnosis (excerpt 5.0e). Several patients and parents perceived regular check-ups, every six months or so, at the clinic would be sufficient support with additional visits for patients struggling to change their behavior.

Individualised approach (Table 2)

The provision of individualised support suited to the individual’s needs and preferences, was discussed in relation to all themes (excerpt 6.0).

Discussion

This study adds to the literature in youth with T1D by qualitatively exploring PA and sedentary behavior support needs from the experiences of central stakeholders. This study found that overall, parents and peers were perceived as the most influential figures on a patient with T1D and should be targeted, alongside patients, in interventions to support behavior change. Multiple delivery settings were identified as necessary to change behavior. Care in this Scottish clinic currently lacks consistent
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encouragement in all patients, as described from participant’s interpretations of their experiences; strategies to ensure consistent PA and sedentary behavior support were suggested. The inclusion of technology in interventions and information on local PA opportunities were perceived as useful components of support. These delivery methods were perceived as not being sufficient as stand alone intervention delivery methods and would be required alongside face-to-face support for behavior change (group or one-to-one and with peers with or without diabetes depending on the individual’s preferences). Support for the incorporation of technology into interventions provides qualitative confirmation to support the conclusions of a previous review(17). Future researchers should explore the incorporation of technology alongside other delivery methods. Important influencers recalled by participants to address and include in an intervention included appropriate diabetes preparation, management and support, and enjoyment. Education on PA and sedentary behavior definitions and recommendations were perceived as important, as well as the incorporation of behavior change techniques. From participants’ experiences, near the time of diagnosis was identified as the best point of intervention. Check-ups at clinic every six months were perceived to be sufficient support, with the option of social networking or additional visits if required. A common perspective across participants was that intervention characteristics must be tailored to individuals.

Parent and peer support(10, 18), and enjoyment(19) have previously been reported as facilitators of PA in youth with T1D and other medical conditions. In adolescents with T1D, a family-based intervention found positive effects on PA and perceptions of family support for PA(20). Group-based workshops for adolescents with Type 1
diabetes have been found to improve diabetes management during PA(21), which was in contrast to this study where some adolescents mentioned they would not want group support. Peer-mentoring (relationships with non-parental adults) is an effective method for youth(22); lifestyle programmes incorporating PA have found promising effects on health(23, 24). A study exploring children’s ideas for minimising sedentary behavior highlighted the need for peer and parental support to aid behavior change(25). The perspectives and experiences mentioned in the present study support the development of larger studies including peer and parental support in youth with T1D.

There is a current common perception of limited PA promotion in T1D care in this Scottish clinic. This may be due to limited PA encouragement from diabetes professionals or patients/parents not paying attention to, ignoring, or not remembering PA encouragement and advice. Although from their experiences parents and patients perceive professionals as central stakeholders to influence behavior, the professionals themselves do not think they are influential people. This mismatch needs to be addressed for a successful intervention. Methods to enhance health professional self-efficacy for patient education might be an important strategy to increase their confidence in delivering PA messages. Specifically in this clinic setting, diabetes professionals identified that they should consider encouraging PA and discouraging sedentary behavior during regular clinic by: discussing and monitoring every patient’s participation; and educating and/or reinforcing all patients on the guidelines. Diabetes professionals perceived that particularly for newly diagnosed patients, group education sessions and the provision of individualised plans should be considered. The feasibility of introducing an exercise advisor to diabetes clinics or training
existing diabetes professionals to deliver PA/sedentary behavior support requires investigation. Research exploring the effectiveness of incorporating an exercise toolkit for diabetes educators into care for adults with Type 2 diabetes is currently being explored(26). The development of similar toolkits for youth with diabetes requires exploration. Another important setting for intervention consideration is school: a large proportion of youth’s PA can be gained during physical education, sports and recess. An adjunct paper provides guidance in this area(11).

Patients, from their experiences, did not recall many disease specific barriers to PA, and rather discussed general barriers such as lack of enjoyment. Furthermore parents’ interpretations of their experiences focused on fostering normality and they described the importance of balance between the amount of parental vigilance and patient independence to avoid the sense of anxiety during activity. These points concur with previous research(12). Similar to research in youth with congenital heart disease(18), some parents viewed patient-interaction with other youth with diabetes negatively. For other parents, and for all patients, interaction with those with diabetes was perceived important. Fear of illness during or after PA in patients and people surrounding patients can act as a barrier to participation and has been reported elsewhere(10). Although patients did not speak of fear of illness in relation to PA, several parents mentioned hypoglycaemia fear and their children experiencing delayed hypoglycaemia. Hypoglycaemia fear in relation to PA, particularly in parents, is therefore important to combat. Insulin pump therapy was mentioned as a facilitator to participation in PA. Although not mentioned in this study, continuous glucose monitoring can also facilitate PA, and alone/in combination with pump therapy,
should be considered in interventions, to improve glycaemic control and prevent hypoglycaemia.

Theory-based PA interventions targeting specific behavioral processes are important for successful behavior change(27). A coding framework for behavior change techniques has been developed(28). From participants experiences several of these techniques were mentioned as useful including (the descriptions in brackets are how the techniques were described in the results section of the current study): prompt self-monitoring of behavior (self-monitoring); provide feedback on performance (external monitoring and internal/external feedback); goal setting in terms of the behavior or outcome (individualised goals); set graded tasks (achievable goals); prompt rewards contingent on successful behavior (rewards); facilitate social comparison (competition); and motivational interviewing (encouragement and motivation). Technology has been used to self-monitor and provide feedback on behavior previously in those with T1D, such as pedometers to encourage PA participation(29), and a Smartphone Application to aid blood glucose management(30). A one-to-one physician delivered PA consultation incorporating goal setting and achievable graded tasks, had beneficial effects on PA in adults with T1D(31), whilst a personalised exercise prescription including realistic goals, performance feedback, reinforcement strategies (incorporating family support) and access to community resources, improved adherence to exercise and perceived health in adolescents(32). Combining technology with support delivered by professionals may be a way of targeting the behavior change techniques found in this study to be of importance to PA and sedentary behavior change, and should be explored in future.
Diagnosis has been identified as a teachable moment (when individuals have high
motivation to learn about their condition(33)), which was in agreement with the
perceived ‘best’ time to intervene in this study based on participants’ own
experiences.

Trustworthiness was ensured in this study by the conduction of discussions from
multiple perspectives. Rigor was further ensured through multiple coding and
checking of coding. A limitation of this study was the lack of inclusion of peers and
siblings as participants. However the role of peers and siblings in PA and sedentary
behavior were discussed. The target number of patients and parents to recruit was set
a priori and was met. Saturation was reached for discussions with patients and parents
- no new major themes arose nearing the end of data collection. Only two focus
groups and one interview was conducted with diabetes professionals due to limited
numbers of professionals working within the clinic. Although the same themes arose
from the three discussions with diabetes professionals, it is difficult with such a small
number of discussions to know if true saturation was met. Participants were only
recruited from one city clinic in Scotland and perspectives may have differed had
participants been recruited from other locations/countries, where differences in care
are evident (including number of clinic appointments and availability of insulin pump
technology). Different clinic schedules may allow for more frequent PA discussion.

To conclude, diabetes professionals should consider developing and delivering
structured PA and sedentary behavior support consistently in all of their patients with
T1D, regardless of their fitness or health status. Professionals and researchers should
use the findings of this paper to help guide the development of such support.
Professionals should focus on promoting PA at a level on par with insulin and diet advice in every individual, to help patients realise the importance that PA can have in diabetes therapy.
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Table 1 Themes: Support/intervention target group and support/intervention delivery setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Example excerpt</th>
<th>Considerations for interventions</th>
<th>Excerpt number in text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target groups</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental influence changes with increasing age</td>
<td>‘I think we [parents] try to be influential...unfortunately at this age [adolescence] you’re just seen more as a hindrance than a help...sometimes we can be our own worst enemy because [we] can keep pushing at something and uhm that gives the opposite effect...I think you still remain influential because you come back to the kind of core principles that “would my mum want me to do that, would my dad want me to do that” ... but you need to know what battles to pick and which ones to avoid and when to step back.’ – mother of an adolescent girl (103P)</td>
<td>Incorporate parent support. The level of parental support may depend on the patient’s age.</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents and patients perceive professionals as influential</td>
<td>‘Somebody from, in authority saying it to you is much more important than mum telling you!...They’re the professionals, they’re going to know best and they’ll [patients] listen.’ – mother of an adolescent girl (101P) If you’re like doing more exercise then it’ll keep [blood glucose levels] down which means you’ll get a better reading at the hospital and...your mum and dad and the doctors [are] a bit happier.’ – adolescent girl (103C) If the nurse at the diabetic hospital told him [son] something I had, [he’s] more</td>
<td>Health professionals are influential due to their authoritative voice and should play a key role.</td>
<td>1.2a 1.2b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
likely to listen to them [nurses] than....to me [laughs] – mother of a young boy (124P)

Professionals do not perceive themselves as influential

‘The motto is that we can provide education but we can’t provide motivation...there’s so many other pressures that whatever we recommend is...lost in the...noise of everything else going on. So can we influence [physical activity]? I’d like to think so but realistically I don’t think so. But we can support them...I don’t think us saying you need to do more exercise is going to work.’ – physician (109D)

Inclusion of peers

‘I think if they [peer role-models from clinic] went to say the parents groups or spoke at schools...I think that would have much more impact than any adult talking...I think two things would happen. The young people might be inspired but I think the other things is, more importantly perhaps, is the parents would be less fearful. They’d say “wow...If he can do it...my child could.”’ – physician (109D)

‘Sometimes you want to include your friends cause they’re young...when I see all my friends joining in I sort of want to...If you’re just by yourself and people you don’t know it doesn’t really make it fun.’ – young girl (105C)

‘The other thing is you know that their friends are so important to them...Bringing in friends and...facilitating something where there is a group of them to do something.’ – mother of an adolescent boy (119P)

Wanting patients to be treated the same as others

‘We really just didn’t want to get into the whole kind of thing that he was just hanging about with other diabetic children...and for that reason we’ve never really kind of got...involved [with diabetes support groups].’ – father of a young boy (111P)

Develop health professional self-efficacy to deliver physical activity and sedentary behavior messages.

Incorporate peer-support.

Be careful not to single out patients with diabetes.
‘I think the main thing for me is ... “right I want to show everyone that I’m not any different from everyone else just because I’m diabetic.” I want to do all the sports and I want to go to the clubs with my friends and...take part in everything.’ – adolescent girl (101C)

‘There was a girl in my school in primary and she had [diabetes] like when she was like really young, like 5 or something...she was just saying “oh it’s nothing,”... and [she] obviously does [blood glucose monitoring]...I like [didn’t do] my sugars every day and she was saying “oh it’s important.”’ – adolescent boy (119C)

‘I definitely think it would benefit them [socialising with others who have diabetes], definitely. Because, although uhmmm [daughter] got a brother who’s diabetic, but if she never I think she would maybe find things a wee [little] bit strange. But having said that there is...other kids in the school that are diabetic so she’s not just out there on her own. I think if she was, then I would make a point of going to [social diabetes] things. – mother of a young girl (123P)

‘We’d went to the Xmas party once and she’d met a wee [little] girl...Uhm just a, a year younger than her. And they got on quite well and they’d started kind of emailing, but I think they were maybe just a wee [little] bit young, so it kind of teemed off. But I think it was good because she was the only one in her school. So I think it was good for her to see that there actually was other kids with the same thing...cause there’s nobody in our family or anything.’ – mother of a young girl (118P)

‘It’s quite good...when you meet other boys and girls that are doing the same thing

Incorporate peers with diabetes if the patient and family are happy to do so. Balance one-to-one and ‘parent plus patient’ contact.
as you. And then if you’ve got like any personal questions then you might want to just talk to your doctor about it or whatever and then if your mum and dad had questions then they might just come in with you and just say uhm what they think.’ - adolescent girl (103C)

**Delivery setting**

**Limited physical activity discussion at clinic**

‘The food and the insulin dominate and until people understand those - bringing in a third variable... is challenging... we’re talking... about exercise to people **who do** exercise.... we’re not really talking about exercise to those **who don’t do** any... I can’t think of anything we’ve ever done here or anywhere else I’ve worked that’s been focused on encouraging activity.’ - physician (106D)

‘When I’ve been to hospital, exercising has never been mentioned at all as being a big part of what she should be doing. You know yourself... it’s important but it’s never been sort of stressed.’ – mother of a young girl (105P)

‘Mmm, not necessarily they [doctors] only like, if my, if my blood sugars have been bad and they ask me what I’ve been doing [then] – young boy (111C)

*I don’t think we’ve ever specifically spoken about... no we don’t spend a lot of time talking about exercise... more time talking about diet. Which I guess that’s because, although I think exercise is important, I think diet is the most important factor in controlling uhm blood glucose – mother of a young girl (115P)

Incorporate physical activity in a systematic way into clinic care.
Table 2 Themes: Support/intervention method of delivery, support/intervention components to include and address, support/intervention timing and duration, and individualised approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Example excerpt</th>
<th>Considerations for interventions</th>
<th>Excerpt number in text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delivery methods</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technology can be useful for monitoring and feedback, and for the provision of support networks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Technology is appealing to youth | *I think if you’re looking at young people then using social networking, Facebook is absolutely the way to go cause...whether we like it or not...that’s how they communicate with each other...and if you do it on their wavelength I think it’s going to make a big difference.* – mother of an adolescent girl (101P)  

*We’ve looked at a few things on...uhm Youtube...Because obviously teenagers they, they feel awkward asking questions and stuff like that or, or by the time they leave the clinic...they could forget and stuff like that. So it’s like, “let’s just have a look on Youtube...” cause there’s everything on Youtube.* – mother of an adolescent boy (116P)  

*It’s like social networks and like thousands of young people go into it so it could help...They could help you like with advice and that...they have like Twitter pages like sports and everything...I follow....Uhm...David Beckham...You could try and like copy him so that’s like quite good.* – adolescent girl (108C)  

*I think it’d be more Twitter, Facebook, these sort of big companies...And the apps would be good, because there’s lots and lots of children with apps.* – young | | | |
|                              |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | | 3.0a 3.0b 3.0c 3.0d |
Policing social support

'One of my concerns has always been meeting with other kids with diabetes you’ve, how do you police that?...Because X [daughter] has had that said to her “if you don’t take your insulin you’ll burn some more calories” and you’re like “hold on a minute,” she came straight home and said “oh somebody said this” and I’m like “Oh no that’s rubbish, that doesn’t work like that.”... I would be apprehensive if it was just a group of kids...all right their privacy has got to be protected, but safety comes first at the end of the day.’ – mother of an adolescent girl (103P)

'I don’t know if X [son] would [use social networks] or not because they’re doing the internet thing just now at school - “...don’t use Facebook, it’s very dangerous.”...Yeah for the older one’s it’ll be alright...I mean I would be quite happy to...say to him, without telling him it’s Facebook that I was on... “oh look there’s somebody here that’s doing what you’re doing and this is what they’re saying.” ...but he doesn’t necessarily need to know that it’s Facebook.’ – mother of a young boy (124P)

Technology alone is not enough to change behavior

'I think that having an app on your iPhone that measures how far you run - that is not going to work. It will help the person...if they’re motivated... But I think technology helps you do what you already want to do... will it encourage, no... I think peer group and role models...young people going and talking...I think that is far, far more important than any technology... I couldn’t say that strongly enough...I think it needs to be personal... I think it needs to be like we’re having now, we’re having a chat.’ – physician (109D)

Ensure that support from others with diabetes is policed to avoid inappropriate messages being communicated.  3.1a

Other support delivery methods should be used alongside technology.  3.2a
‘Everything’s getting done on the social networking and everything else…but obviously having these like get-togethers every now and then would also help because it, [she] should be in touch with other kids with diabetes that she doesn’t know and things like that…and parents can share their stories and experiences.’ – mother of a young girl (123P)

Adolescents may prefer individual support and children may prefer group support

‘X [son] definitely would hate that [group support], he would hate it! And I think you’d find probably most teenagers would. I don’t think they would open up enough in a group situation…It would depend on the child definitely. I think that [groups] would work for the younger ones if their parents were there... But not if they were on their own...that would be probably a good idea actually – one parent and the child. Uhm because the parents would then encourage the child, the children to talk and discuss things amongst themselves.’ – mother of an adolescent boy (117P)

‘...[I’d prefer to] get on with it myself.’ – adolescent boy (116C)

‘If it’s like just by the person [patient] then, like they can take responsibility over it.’ – adolescent boy (117C)

Components/content

Diabetes support

‘I think for the child themselves is knowing that…their diabetes is properly supported that they feel safe when they’re doing it, that there are proper systems in place that if they have a hypo or whatever then it’ll be managed properly.’ – Co-ordinate diabetes support with the patient, their family and others working
dietitian (102D)  

‘Making sure that they’ve had enough to eat, that they’ve always got Lucozade or whatever there to [take on]...check a wee [little] bit more regular their blood sugars.’ – mother of a young boy (124P)  

‘She [daughter] has to feel confident that...someone that understands is there...if it’s not at school it, it’s either her dad or I. She wants us there on the side-lines so she can give us a sign.’ – mother of a young girl (115P)  

‘She’s [daughter] been in a dancing class, uhm oh for quite a few years now...and I think X [daughter] just herself was petrified to go back after being diagnosed and...I probably pushed her into going to do it because I knew it would be good for her.’ – mother of a young girl (105P)  

‘A lot of parents will be...too frightened to put their kids to certain activities for fear of them having a hypo. So a lot of it’s due to confidence of the parents as well.’ – father of a young boy (111P)  

‘I think it’s uhm quite unpredictable, often what happens when they do exercise uhm. We went on a bouncy castle the other day...And we were on it for about half an hour and X [daughter] was, I think we were just hypo when we came of it. But...it continued - we couldn’t bring her up. So it’s, it’s the effect that it has, and swimming can have that affect as well, later it seems to affect...if it’s at the end of the day [risk of delayed hypo is] particularly [increased] yeah.’ – mother of a young girl (115P)
Negative impacts of physical activity often misunderstood

‘In many years of diabetes camps, I’ve seen one child ‘slump’ with a hypo...I’ve never seen anyone have a convulsion...I’ve never had to for example give glucagon or had to give them a drip...And yet the sporting activity we’ve done has been...very intense...,and also has been totally out of the normal activity pattern of the child...So uhm I think the dangers are over-stated.’ – physician (109D)

Educate patients, family, and those working with patients, to build their confidence in the patient to participate in physical activity.

Insulin pump therapy facilitates physical activity participation

‘X [daughter] has been able to join clubs, do exercise, go out on her own now which she just couldn’t do when she was on the injection therapy...the pumps phenomenal... dealing with our distress [laughs], fear of letting her exercise.’ – mother of an adolescent girl (103C)

‘Uhm like before I had the pump and the injections it was a nightmare to take part cause I couldn’t go swimming and I couldn’t really do a lot of kind of basketball, in case it kind of, like, I had to like go too high or whatever and I’d have to come off [the court] or that. And now I’ve got the pump I can do whatever...it’s a whole lot easier to go and do stuff than it was.’ – adolescent girl (103C)

‘He’s [son] more in control cause he can just take it [the pump] off and [unclear], put it back on [for swimming]. Uhm you know obviously it’s good for, you know there’s more flexibility than...[X number off] injections a day...But not everybody’s on the pump and it’s so hard to get just now.’ – mother of a young boy (111P)

Consider providing insulin pump therapy if available and appropriate.

Education on what

‘Uhm I think sitting down for no reason can be a bad thing where you could be

Educate patients and
Sedentary behavior is instead going out and doing exercise. But also like I think it’s still important to tell people like if you’re getting low not to go and run a marathon.’ – adolescent girl (101C)

‘We have seen it [there’s] days eh I have been too busy so we haven’t gone out very much and his [son’s] sugar levels have been 12 [pause] most constantly... you need to sit sometimes...but you have to have a balance.’ mother of a young boy (110P)

‘I mean it’s just you know a...balancing life, I think. I mean I do know that if...she sits in front of a DVD and is on normal insulin...then she will go high, and likewise if she sits in a car a long journey she’s having normal insulin, she will go high. So if she’s... not physically active, because of her norm is much more active, then it does, does have an affect...You don’t chase around with a big stick all day.’ – mother of a young girl (115P)

‘I suppose it’s also trying to teach them about knowing sedentary behavior...rather than having to start tennis or whatever....things that they will do rather than putting them off.’ – dietitian (107D)

Goal setting and rewards

Getting people to... set goals for themselves...so it’s things that they can achieve would be good... achievable goals...for children that don’t really do anything. You know big charts and things like that...and as they reach each goal they get some...a reward.’ – mother of an adolescent boy (117P)

‘So it’s not just go outside and do something... A target, so each time you go to families on the definition and recommendations for sedentary behavior. 4.3b

Set realistic, achievable targets/goals and provide incentives/rewards. 4.4a
the doctor then they say....this is your target for this time.' – young boy (110C)

Linking behavior change to health
'Some sort of way of introducing it [physical activity] that it’s something that, in addition to your HbA1c you need to be thinking about your exercise as well and actually you’re able to then plot by coming along to this club [potential physical activity intervention] and being more mindful of exercise that you see drops in the HbA1c as well...So that they can see that everything they’re putting in is worthwhile.' – mother of an adolescent girl (103P)

‘It’s quite interesting [gaining feedback]...like you find out how healthy or unhealthy you are and I wannae [want to] do more, like, because I’m quite unhealthy.’ – adolescent girl (108C)

Timing
Near diagnosis
‘The things that they tell you in that two weeks [post-diagnosis] you don’t ever forget...there’s a heightened awareness of everything you’re getting told and I think if you build into that the need for exercise and how much exercise is going to benefit children as a whole, but certainly children with diabetes then...I think yes...the earlier you kind of tell them that then the better.’ - mother of an adolescent girl (101P)

‘Well like getting used to like taking insulin and stuff and then you should introduce [physical activity] ...so that they’re like used to having all that.’ – adolescent boy (117C)

‘...I think the sooner they understand, the better.’ – mother of a young girl

Feedback to patients on the efficacy of changing their behavior/s on their health outcomes.

Intervene as near to diagnosis as possible depending on the severity and experiences of diagnosis.
‘...I think right away. Yeah I mean there’s obviously so much information that you get immediately but that’s kind of easier and memorable one with all the kind of stuff that’s going on, so yeah I mean any opportunity as soon as possible...I think probably parents feel very motivated at that point as well.’ – mother of a young girl (115P)

‘...When X [son] was diagnosed as much as it was a shock we recognised it and we thought that he was [diabetic] ....and [with] X’s [husband being] diabetic as well. So as much as it was a shock, we also knew how to deal with it. And we could have probably spoke[n] about it [physical activity] reasonably quickly after diagnosis. But other people that maybe don’t have anything, and they’re trying to just take in what diabetes is about, it might be a wee [little] bit too, too quick to talk about it straight away...Maybe mentioning it to them, you know, “just because they now have diabetes doesna’e [doesn’t] mean to say that they can’t have their, their normal childhood,” but maybe not make such a big issue about it until...they’ve accepted the diabetes kind of thing.’ – mother of a young boy (124C)

**Individualised approach**

‘Every child’s different and their attitudes are different and their environment’s different. It’s...., it’s very hard to say....., you know what motivates one child and... completely different to another....it’s all very subjective. It depends on the child....it’s all very dependent on who...you’re dealing with.’ – mother of an adolescent boy (119P)

Avoiding a homogenous, “cookie cutter approach.”
Abstract

Objective: To explore stakeholders' perceptions of physical activity (PA) and sedentary behavior support in youth with Type 1 Diabetes (T1D), to aid intervention development.

Methods: Primary data were collected between February-September 2012. Patients (N=16), parents (N=16) and professionals (N=9) were recruited from a diabetes clinic into a qualitative study. Semi-structured interviews (N=31) and focus groups (N=2), using broad open-ended questions, were conducted in patient/parent’s homes, and at the diabetes clinic. Data were analyzed thematically.

Results: Based on participants’ experiences and interpretations, parent and peer support were perceived as essential. Professionals identified they could do more to encourage PA. Technology and information on local opportunities, in addition to in-person support, and a combination of group and one-to-one support were perceived as useful. Important perceived components of support were: diabetes preparation, management and support; enjoyment; education; and incorporation of behavior change techniques. The time of diagnosis was described as an appropriate point to initiate interventions.

Conclusions: The findings will help the development of future PA and sedentary behavior interventions for youth with T1D.
Introduction

Physical activity (PA) is important for health benefits in youth with Type 1 diabetes (T1D) and should meet the recommended daily amount of 60min/day to improve metabolic control (1). Vigorous PA (≥7 metabolic equivalents [METs]) is associated with improved physical fitness (2). Sedentary behavior (sitting or lying whilst awake) may also negatively impact on health (3). A review identified that almost all PA intervention studies in youth with T1D have incorporated supervised interventions, which are less likely to be sustained long-term, and none of the interventions targeted sedentary behavior (4). There is a need for unsupervised, theory-driven and pragmatic interventions to increase and maintain PA and minimize sedentary behavior in this target population (1).

At early stages of health intervention development, the perceptions of control stakeholders should be sought to ensure that such interventions are feasible, acceptable, and usable (5). Previously only one study has explored perceptions of PA in youth with T1D and their parents (6). However, it is not clear if patients with a range of PA levels were recruited and if the views of health providers were not explored (7). The aim of this paper was to explore what patients, parents, and diabetes professionals perceive important to include in diabetes care to support youth with T1D to lead active lifestyles. An adjacent paper explores perceptions (including teachers’ perceptions) on providing support specifically in schools (8).

Methods

A qualitative research design was employed to explore insights into PA and sedentary behavior and suggestions for intervention in youth with T1D. Semi-structured, one-to-one
one interviews and focus groups were conducted using broad open-ended questions. The following topics were explored in all discussions: knowledge, attitudes and expectations of PA, sedentary behavior and T1D, the effect of influential figures on behavior and behavior change; and current support characteristics and ideas for future support. Previous research published in this area informed the selection of focus groups. A diabetes physician and three youth of similar age to participants, but without diabetes, reviewed the topic guide for vocabulary appropriateness. Interviews and focus groups were selected based on convenience (e.g. geographic location of assessment). Ethical approval was granted.

Participants
Patients and parents were recruited from a diabetes clinic in a Scottish city into a concurrent study measuring PA and sedentary behavior in children aged 7-8 years (primary 3-6 (UK); elementary grade 1-4 (US)) and adolescents aged 12-14 years (secondary 1st-4th year (UK); middle or high grade 6-9 (US)) with T1D. The first eight patients and their parents recruited into the above study were invited and participated in this study. Eight children (3 boys, 5 girls), eight adolescents (6 boys, 4 girls) and 16 parents aged 42-66 years (2 men, 14 women) participated. Three patients used insulin pump therapy. The remaining patients used injection therapy. Diabetes duration ranged from 2.3-13.4 years.

Diabetes professionals were invited via email. Nine professionals (2 men, 6 women; aged 44.2-81.1 years; 4 nurses, 5 dentists, 1 physician) with 5-30 years of experience participated. A one-to-one interview and two focus groups (with four participants each) were conducted with professionals.
Data collection

Interviews and focus groups lasted 30-45 minutes. Data were collected by a
researcher with expertise in conducting qualitative research and with extensive
knowledge on PA and sedentary behavior, and E110. Discussions were audio recorded
and transcribed verbatim. Rates were taken on non-verbal cues during discussions to
aid analysis. Age, gender and diabetes duration (if applicable) were recorded. To
describe PA and sedentary behavior, participants wore accelerometers (Actigraph
Model GT3X+; Manufacturing Technology Inc., Panama City, FL, USA) for seven days
(3-day epoch). Time in moderate to vigorous PA (12) and sedentary behavior(13)
were calculated using validated cut-points developed for youth. A minimum wear
requirement of 10 hours/day and three days of data were considered valid for
inclusion(14).

Analysis

A transformative thematic analysis approach was adopted and used to organise and
explain the experiences of youth living with T1DM in relation to PA, sedentary
behavior and support needs. Patient, parent, and professionals data were analysed
separately using constant comparison(15) before similarities and differences in
perceptions across the different participants were explored. Data were systematically
arranged into meaningful (grouped)16. Initial coding was conducted by reading and re-
reading the data, followed by sorting of codes into themes. Extracts from transcripts
were aggregated under theme names to highlight the meaning of themes and to
provide an indication of frequency. Themes were refined by comparisons over the full
data set. Once the lead researcher had grouped the data under themes and developed a
thematic coding framework and report of the findings,igen was ensured by
multiple-coding checks. Two researchers from outside the team independently coded
10% of the total data. Also, two additional researchers from the team checked the
coding framework and excerpts of data coded under each theme (52 interviews with
patients and parents and 23 professional discussions), and read the full report.
Meetings were held between researchers to find consensus in coding and language
used to describe themes. Results are presented as the major themes relating to the
development of interventions with example excerpts provided in tables. Except
tables link table excerpts to the related section of the results. The type of
respondent (child-C, parent-P or diabetes professionals-D) and ID number (the same
ID number is used for patient and parents from the same family), are provided with
each excerpt.

Results
Patients with a range of PA and sedentary behavior levels (moderate-to-vigorous PA
range of 22.0-123.1 minutes and 7.0-12.3 hours of sedentary behavior) participated.
Five central themes in relation to important intervention characteristics arose from the
data: 1) intervention target groups; 2) intervention delivery settings; 3) intervention
delivery methods; 4) intervention components/content; 5) intervention timing and
duration. An overarching theme relating to all support characteristics was also
identified (individualized approach). Tables 1 and 2 document example excerpts in
relation to key identified sub-themes.

[1] Intervention target groups (Table 1)
Based on participants’ experiences, parents and friends were recognised by patients, parents and professionals as the most significant figures that influenced PA participation. Parental influence was mentioned to change with increasing age as experienced by some parents (except 1.1). Although parents and patients mentioned professionals as being influential due to their authoritative voice (except 1.2a-c), professionals did not perceive themselves as being influential (except 1.3). Teachers, sport coaches, sporting role models (from within the clinic or nationally/internationally renowned), siblings, and extended family were also recalled as being influential. The role of school staff in helping support PA in youth with T1D was identified and is reported in another paper (1).

Participants saw it important to target parents and families rather than patients alone to change PA and sedimentary behaviour. Inclusion of peer support was also perceived as important (except 1.4a-c). Some parents spoke against the idea of only including youth with diabetes, as they did not want their child to feel singled out (except 1.7a).

Parents also mentioned the importance of not being viewed as different because of their diabetes (except 1.8b). Other parents and some patients and professionals identified socialising with others who have diabetes as a positive experience (except 1.8c-e). Patients and parents highlighted that some contact with the patient on a one-to-one basis might be beneficial in addition to family and peer support, to foster independence (except 1.9d). Several parents and patients perceived parents as important communications and translators, particularly between younger patients and professionals. Finding a balance between providing parental support and giving patients responsibility was perceived necessary. Most participants mentioned communication between influential figures and working together to provide support.
...
monitoring and feedback provision of support networks; and to reduce the number of
intervention contacts. Parents highlighted the importance of providing social support to
avoid negative messages being communicated to patients (excerpt 3.1a-b). Some
patients and parents and all professionals described technology alone as not being
enough to change behavior (excerpt 3.2a-b) and that in-person contact is a necessity. 
Information on local opportunities to be active in leaflet, poster, or website format
was perceived as useful by some patients, parents and professionals. However, other
strategies were perceived as necessary alongside providing information to encourage
behavior change. Perceptions towards preference for group or one-to-one support
were variable. Parents mentioned the importance of age. Given the importance of
autonomy in adolescence, some participants suggested that one-to-one support would
perhaps be preferred in adolescence. In contrast, it was perceived that children could
potentially benefit more from group settings (excerpt 3.3a). In line with parents’
perceptions, a few adolescents mentioned they would not like group support (excerpt
3.3b). In contrast, other patients and parents spoke positively regarding group support
(excerpt 3.3c).

4. Intervention components/content (Table 2)

The most common diabetes related influencers on PA mentioned by patients, parents
and professionals were: blood glucose levels and diabetes preparation and
management, and diabetes support (excerpt 4.1a-c). Communication and trust in
adults leading PA sessions were described as being important. Other important
influences mentioned by patients, parents and professionals included: levels of
fear/anxiety related to illness (particularly early post diagnosis) in patients or those
providing support to the patient, and the occurrence of hypoglycaemia during or after
Having "ownership" to select activities that were perceived to be "cool" was also perceived important.

Other highlighted influences included: weather; availability of others to be active with; child, family and community attitudes towards PA; safety; facilities and/or opportunities; and appeal of sedentary pursuits. Insulin pump therapy was described as being a facilitator to PA by patients and parents (except 4.2a-c). However, concerns of nurses and parents related to the pump were recalled: movement of the pump during activity; fear of line detachment; and patients being conscious of others knowing that they have a pump.

Although patient and parent knowledge on the benefits of PA was generally good, knowledge on the recommendations was limited. Sedentary behavior was acknowledged as an important behavior for youth with T1DM by patients, parents and professionals (except 4.1a-c). Participants mentioned potential positive and negative effects of sedentary behavior on health, such as having less fluctuation in blood glucose and an increased risk of hyperglycemia, respectively. Professionals identified educating families on the definition of PA is important, in particular emphasizing the benefits of activities of daily living and not just planned, structured exercise. Parents and professionals mentioned that education on the definition of sedentary behavior was also important (except 4.3f). Despite their generally high levels of knowledge, patients and parents perceived education on the benefits and risks of PA and sedentary behavior was important.
Behavior change techniques perceived as useful to include in support mentioned by patients, parents and professionals were: self and external monitoring and feedback to build awareness and increase motivation; including achievable individualised goals and providing rewards/incentives (except 4.3a-b); linking behavior change to efficacy on health (except 4.3a-b); competition; and providing encouragement and motivation.

Stakeholder rating and selection (Table 2)

Nearly all participants perceived that it was important to provide support as close to the time of diagnosis as possible, (except 5.5a-d), depending on the severity and experiences at diagnosis (except 5.5b). Several patients and parents perceived regular check-ups, every six months or so, at the clinic would be sufficient support with additional visits for patients struggling to change their behavior.

Individualised approach (Table 2)

The provision of individualised support suited to the individual’s needs and preferences, was discussed in relation to all themes (except 1).

Discussion

This study adds to the literature in youth with T1DM by exploring parent and ordinary behavior support needs from the experiences of central stakeholders. This study found that overall, parents and peers were perceived as the most influential figures on a patient with T1DM and should be targeted, alongside patients.
interventions to support behavior change. Multiple delivery settings were identified as necessary to change behavior. Care in this Scottish clinic currently lacks consistent encouragement in all patients, as described from participants’ interpretations of their experiences; strategies to ensure consistent PA and solitary behavior support were suggested. The inclusion of technology in interventions and information on local PA opportunities were perceived as useful components of support. These delivery methods were perceived as not being sufficient as stand-alone intervention delivery methods and would be required alongside face-to-face support for behavior change (group or one-to-one and with peers with or without diabetes depending on the individual’s preferences). Support for the incorporation of technology into interventions provided qualitative confirmation to support the conclusions of a previous review.[17] Future researchers should explore the incorporation of technology alongside other delivery methods. Important influencers recalled by participants to address and include in an intervention included appropriate diabetes preparation, management and support, and enjoyment. Education on PA and solitary behavior definitions and recommendations were perceived as important, as well as the incorporation of behavior change techniques. From participants’ experiences, near the time of diagnosis was identified as the best point of intervention. Check-ups at clinic every six months were perceived to be sufficient support, with the option of social networking or additional visits if required. A common perspective across participants was that intervention characteristics must be tailored to individuals.

Parent and peer support[10, 18] and enjoyment[19] have previously been reported as facilitators of PA in youth with T1DM and other medical conditions. In adolescents...
with [22] a family-based intervention found positive effects on PA. and perceptions of family support for [23]. Group-based workshops for adolescents with Type 1 diabetes have been found to improve diabetes management during [24], which was in contrast to this study where some adolescents mentioned they would not want group support. Peer-monitoring relationships with non-parental adults is an effective method for youth [25]. Lifestyle programmes incorporating PA have found promising effects on health [26]. A study exploring children’s ideas for minimising sedentary behavior highlighted the need for peer and parental support to aid behavior change [27]. The perspectives and experiences mentioned in the present study support the development of larger studies including peer and parental support in youth with Type 1 diabetes.

There is a current common perception of limited PA promotion in [28] case in this Scottish clinic. This may be due to limited PA encouragement from diabetes professionals or patients/parents not paying attention to, ignoring, or not remembering PA encouragement and advice. Although they have sought advice and career professionals as central stakeholders, influence behavior, the professionals themselves do not think they are influential people. This mismatch needs to be addressed for a successful intervention. Methods to enhance health professional self-efficacy for patient education might be an important strategy to increase their confidence in delivering PA messages. Specifically in this clinic setting, diabetes professionals identified that they should consider encouraging PA and discouraging sedentary behavior during regular clinic by:

- Discussing and monitoring every patient’s participation;
- Educating and reinforcing all patients on the guidelines; Diabetes professionals perceived that particularly for newly diagnosed patients, group
education sessions and the provision of individualized plans should be considered.

The feasibility of introducing an exercise advisory to diabetes clinics or training existing diabetes professionals to deliver PA/behavior change support requires investigation. Research exploring the effectiveness of incorporating an exercise

toolkit for diabetes educators into care for adults with Type 2 diabetes is currently

being explored(26). The development of similar toolkits for youth with diabetes

requires exploration. Another important setting for intervention consideration is

school: a large proportion of youth’s PA can be gained during physical education,

sports and recess. An adjacent paper provides a discussion(11).

Patients, from their experiences, did not recall many disease-specific barriers to PA,

and rather discussed general barriers such as lack of enjoyment. Furthermore parents

appreciated their experiences focused on fostering normality and they described

the importance of balance between the amount of parental guidance and nature

independence to avoid the sense of anxiety during activity. These points resonate with

previous research(12). Similar to research in youth with congenital heart disease(18),

some parents viewed patient interaction with other youth with diabetes negatively.

For other parents, and for all patients, interaction with those with diabetes was

perceived important. Fear of illness during or after PA in patients and people

surrounding patients can act as a barrier to participation and has been reported

elsewhere(19). Although patients did not speak of fear of illness in relation to PA,

several parents mentioned hypoglycemia fear and their children experiencing

delayed hypoglycemia. Hypoglycemia fear in relation to PA, particularly in parents,

is therefore important to combat. Insulin pump therapy was mentioned as a facilitator

to participation in PA. Although not mentioned in this study, continuous glucose

monitoring is also an important consideration for youth with diabetes.
monitoring can also facilitate PA, and should be considered in interventions, to improve glycemic control and prevent health complications.

Theory-based PA interventions targeting specific behavioral processes are important for successful behavior change (27). A coding framework for behavior change techniques has been developed (28). From participants’ experiences several of these techniques were mentioned as useful including (i) descriptions in brackets are how the techniques were described in the results section of the current study): (ii) self-monitoring of PA, (iii) feedback on performance (external monitoring and internal/external feedback), goal setting in terms of the behavior or outcomes (individualized goals), (iv) graded tasks (achievable goals), (v) (vi) prompt rewards contingent on successful behavior (rewards); (vii) facilitating social comparison (competition); and (viii) motivational interviewing (encouragement and (motivation).

Technology has been used to self-monitor and provide feedback on behavior previously in those with T1D, such as pedometers to encourage PA participation (29), and a Smartphone Application to aid blood glucose management (30). A one-to-one physician delivered PA consultation incorporating goal setting and achievable graded tasks, had beneficial effects on PA in adults with T1D (31), whilst a personalised exercise prescription including realistic goals, performance feedback, reinforcement strategies (incorporating family support) and access to community resources, improved adherence to exercise and perceived health in adolescents (32). Combining technology with support delivered by professionals may be a way of targeting the behavior change techniques found in this study to be of importance to PA, and sedentary behavior change, and should be explored in future.
Diagnosis has been identified as a teachable moment (when individuals have high motivation to learn about their condition), which is in agreement with the perceived "best" time to intervene in this study based on participants' own experiences.

Trustworthiness was ensured in this study by the conduct of discussions from multiple perspectives. Rigor was further ensured through multiple coding and checking of coding. A limitation of this study was the lack of inclusion of pairs and siblings as participants. However, the role of parents and siblings in PA and sedentary behavior were discussed. The target number of patients and parents to recruit was set a priori and was met. Saturation was reached for discussions with patients and parents - no new major themes arose nearing the end of data collection. Only two focus groups and one interview was conducted with diabetes professionals due to limited number of professionals working within the clinic. Although the same themes arose from three discussions with diabetes professionals, it is difficult with such a small number of discussions to know if true saturation was met. Participants were only recruited from one city clinic in Scotland and perspectives may have differed had participants been recruited from other locations/countries, where differences in care may exist (including number of clinic appointments and availability of insulin pump technology). Different clinic schedules may allow for more frequent PA discussion.

To conclude, diabetes professionals should consider developing and delivering structured PA and sedentary behavior support consistently in all of their patients with T1D, regardless of their fitness or health status. Professionals and researchers should...
use the findings of this paper to help guide the development of such support.

Professionals should focus on promoting PA as a level on par with insulin and diet advice in every individual, to help patients realise the importance that PA can have in diabetes therapy.
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Table 1 Themes: Support/intervention target group and support/intervention delivery setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Example excerpt</th>
<th>Considerations for interventions</th>
<th>Excerpt number in text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target groups</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental influence changes with increasing age</td>
<td>‘I think we [parents] try to be influential...unfortunately at this age [adolescence] you’re just seen more as a hinderance than a help...sometimes we can be our own worst enemy because [we] can keep pushing at something and uhm that gives the opposite effect...I think you still remain influential because you come back to the kind of core principles that “would my mum want me to do that, would my dad want me to do that” ...you still have a degree of influence but you need to know what battles to pick and which ones to avoid and when to step back.’ – mother of an adolescent girl (103P)</td>
<td>Incorporate parent support. The level of parental support may depend on the patient’s age.</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents and patients perceive professionals as influential</td>
<td>‘Even if it’s not been right out and said to you, “you need to do X amount of exercise,” just the fact that they [professionals] talk about it and how good that balance is...Somebody from, in authority saying it to you is much more important than mum telling you!...They’re the professionals, they’re going to know best and they’ll [patients] listen.’ – mother of an adolescent girl (101P)</td>
<td>Health professionals are influential due to their authoritative voice and should play a key role.</td>
<td>1.2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>If you’re like doing more exercise then it’ll keep [blood glucose levels] down</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which means you’ll get a better reading at the hospital and….your mum and dad and the doctors [are] a bit happier. ‘— adolescent girl (103C)

If the nurse at the diabetic hospital told him [son] something I had, [he’s] more likely to listen to them [nurses] than….to me [laughs] — mother of a young boy (124P)

### Professionals do not perceive themselves as influential

‘The motto is that we can provide education but we can’t provide motivation …there’s so many other pressures that whatever we recommend is…lost in the…noise of everything else going on. So can we influence [physical activity]? I’d like to think so but realistically I don’t think so. But we can support them… I don’t think us saying you need to do more exercise is going to work.’ – physician (109D)

### Inclusion of peers

‘I think if they [peer role-models from clinic] went to say the parents groups or spoke at schools…I think that would have much more impact than any adult talking…If a fifteen year old tri athlete went and spoke to the diabetes UK family group …I think two things would happen. The young people might be inspired but I think the other things is, more importantly perhaps, is the parents would be less fearful. They’d say “wow…If he can do it….my child could.”’ – physician (109D)

‘Sometimes you want to include your friends cause they’re young… when I see all my friends joining in I sort of want to…If you’re just by yourself and people you don’t know it doesn’t really make it fun.’ – young girl (105C)

‘The other thing is you know that their friends are so important to them….Bringing in friends and….you know making…facilitating something where there is a group of them to do something.’ – mother of an adolescent boy (119P)

### Develop health professional self-efficacy to deliver physical activity and sedentary behavior messages.

Incorporate peer-support.
Wanting patients to be treated the same as others

'We really just didn’t want to get into the whole kind of thing that he was just hanging about with other diabetic children...and for that reason we’ve never really kind of got...involved [with diabetes support groups].’ – father of a young boy (111P)

‘I think the main thing for me is ...I’m kind of like “right I want to show everyone that I’m not any different from everyone else just because I’m diabetic.” I want to do all the sports and I want to go to the clubs with my friends and...everything, take part in everything.’ – adolescent girl (101C)

Socialising with others with diabetes and one-to-one contact plus parental and peer support

“There was a girl in my school in primary and she had [diabetes] like when she was like really young, like 5 or something...she was just saying “oh it’s nothing,”... and [she] obviously does [blood glucose monitoring]...I like [didn’t do] my sugars every day and she was saying “oh it’s important.” – adolescent boy (119C)

‘I definitely think it would benefit them [socialising with others who have diabetes], definitely. Because, although uhm X’s [daughter] got a brother who’s diabetic, but if she never I think she would maybe find things a wee [little] bit strange. But having said that there is...other kids in the school that are diabetic so she’s not just out there on her own. I think if she was, then I would make a point of going to [social diabetes] things. – mother of a young girl (123P)

‘We’d went to the Xmas party once and she’d met a wee [little] girl...Uhm just a, a year younger than her. And they got on quite well and they’d started kind of emailing, but I think they were maybe just a wee [little] bit young, so it kind of teemed off. But I think it was good because she was the only one in her school. So I

Be careful not to single out patients with diabetes.

Incorporate peers with diabetes if the patient and family are happy to do so. Balance one-to-one and ‘parent plus patient’ contact.
think it was good for her to see that there actually was other kids with the same thing... cause there’s nobody in our family or anything.’ – mother of a young girl (118P)

‘It’s quite good...when you meet other boys and girls that are doing the same thing as you. And then if you’ve got like any personal questions then you might want to just talk to your doctor about it or whatever and then if your mum and dad had questions then they might just come in with you and just say uhm what they think.’ - adolescent girl (103C)

**Delivery setting**

*Limited physical activity discussion at clinic*

‘The food and the insulin dominate and until people understand those - bringing in a third variable...is challenging... we’re talking...about exercise to people who do exercise.... we’re not really talking about exercise to those who don’t do any... I can’t think of anything we’ve ever done here or anywhere else I’ve worked that’s been focused on encouraging activity.’ - physician (106D)

‘When I’ve been to hospital, exercising has never been mentioned at all as being a big part of what she should be doing. You know yourself...it’s important but it’s never been sort of stressed.’ – mother of a young girl (105P)

‘Mmm, not necessarily they [doctors] only like, if my, if my blood sugars have been bad and they ask me what I’ve been doing [then] – young boy (111C)

I don’t think we’ve ever specifically spoken about...no we don’t spend a lot of time talking about exercise...I don’t think no, no...more time talking about diet. Which I guess that’s because, although I think exercise is important, I think diet is the most
important factor in controlling uhm blood glucose – mother of a young girl (115P)
Table 2 Themes: Support/intervention method of delivery, support/intervention components to include and address, support/intervention timing and duration and individualised approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Example excerpt</th>
<th>Considerations for interventions</th>
<th>Excerpt number in text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delivery methods</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technology can be useful for monitoring and feedback, and for the provision of support networks.</td>
<td>3.0a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology is appealing to youth</td>
<td>'I think if you’re looking at young people then using social networking, Facebook is absolutely the way to go cause...whether we like it or not...that’s how they communicate with each other...and if you do it on their wavelength I think it’s going to make a big difference.' – mother of an adolescent girl (101P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘We’ve looked at a few things on Facebook...Not on Facebook, on uhm Youtube...Because obviously teenagers they, they feel awkward asking questions and stuff like that or, or by the time they leave the clinic...or by the time tomorrow comes...they could forget and stuff like that. So it’s like, “let’s just have a look on Youtube...and stuff,” cause there’s everything on Youtube.’ – mother of an adolescent boy (116P)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘It’s like social networks and like thousands of young people go into it so it could help...They could help you like with advice and that...In Twitter they have like Twitter pages like sports and everything...I follow...Uhm...McFly so uhm...Selena Gomez and David Beckham...You could try and like copy him so that’s like quite good.’ – adolescent girl (108C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘I think it’d be more Twitter, Facebook, these sort of big companies...And the apps would be good, because there’s lots and lots of children with apps. – young</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Policing social support

'One of my concerns has always been meeting with other kids with diabetes you’ve, how do you police that?...Because X [daughter] has had that said to her “if you don’t take your insulin you’ll burn some more calories” and you’re like “hold on a minute,” she came straight home and said “oh somebody said this” and I’m like “Oh no that’s rubbish, that doesn’t work like that.”...I would be apprehensive if it was just a group of kids...all right their privacy has got to be protected, but safety comes first at the end of the day.' – mother of an adolescent girl (103P)

'I don’t know if X [son] would [use social networks] or not because they’re doing the internet thing just now at school - “...shouldn’t use Facebook, don’t use Facebook, it’s very dangerous.”...Yeah for the older one’s it’ll be alright...I mean I would be quite happy to...say to him, without telling him it’s Facebook that I was on....I’d be quite happy to say to him “oh look there’s somebody here that’s doing what you’re doing and this is what they’re saying.” ...And so that’s on the computer but he doesn’t necessarily need to know that it’s Facebook.' – mother of a young boy (124P)

Technology alone is not enough to change behavior

'I think that having an app on your iPhone that measures how far you run - that is not going to work. It will help the person...if they’re motivated... But I think technology helps you do what you already want to do... will it encourage, no...I might be wrong but I just don’t see it... I think peer group and role models...young people going and talking...I think that is far, far more important than any technology... I couldn’t say that strongly enough...I think it needs to be personal... I think it needs to be like we’re having now, we’re having a chat.' – Other support delivery methods should be used alongside technology.
physician (109D)

‘Everything’s getting done on the social networking and everything else…but obviously having these like get-togethers every now and then would also help because it, [she] should be in touch with other kids with diabetes that she doesn’t know and things like that…and…parents can share their stories and experiences.’ – mother of a young girl (123P)

Adolescents may prefer individual support and children may prefer group support

‘X [son] definitely would hate that [group support], he would hate it! And I think you’d find probably most teenagers would. I don’t think they would open up enough in a group situation…It would depend on the child definitely. I think that [groups] would work for the younger ones if their parents were there… But not if they were on their own...that would be probably a good idea actually – one parent and the child. Uhm because the parents would then encourage the child, the children to talk and discuss things amongst themselves.’ – mother of an adolescent boy (117P)

‘...[I’d prefer to] get on with it myself.’ – adolescent boy (116C)

‘If it’s like just by the person [patient] then, like they can take responsibility over it.’ – adolescent boy (117C)

‘I think it would just kind of depends on what the person wants...it’s quite good...when you meet other boys and girls that are doing the same thing as you. And then if you’ve got like any personal questions then you might want to just talk to your doctor about it or whatever. And then if your mum and dad had questions then they might just come in with you and just say uhm what they...
Components/content

Diabetes support

‘I think for the child themselves is knowing that...their diabetes is properly supported that they feel safe when they’re doing it, that there are proper systems in place that if they have a hypo or whatever then it’ll be managed properly.’ – dietitian (102D)

‘Making sure that they’ve had enough to eat, that they’ve always got Lucozade or whatever there to [take on]...check a wee [little] bit more regular their blood sugars.’ – mother of a young boy (124P)

‘She [daughter] has to feel confident that...someone that understands is there...if it’s not at school it, it’s either her dad or I. She wants us there on the side-lines so she can give us a sign.’ – mother of a young girl (115P)

‘She’s [daughter] been in a dancing class, uhm oh for quite a few years now...and I think X [daughter] just herself was petrified to go back after being diagnosed and...I probably pushed her into going to do it because I knew it would be good for her.’ – mother of a young girl (105P)

‘A lot of parents will be...too frightened to put their kids to certain activities for fear of them having a hypo. So a lot of it’s due to confidence of the parents as well.’ – father of a young boy (111P)

‘I think it’s uhm quite unpredictable, often what happens when they do exercise uhm. We went on a bouncy castle the other day...And we were on it for about...’ – adolescent girl (103C)
half an hour and X [daughter] was, I think we were just hypo when we came of it. But…it continued - we couldn’t bring her up. So it’s, it’s the effect that it has, and swimming can have that affect as well, later it seems to affect... if it’s at the end of the day [risk of delayed hypo is] particularly [increased] yeah.’ – mother of a young girl (115P)

Negative impacts of physical activity often misunderstood

‘In many years of diabetes camps, I’ve seen one child ‘slump’ with a hypo...I’ve never seen anyone have a convulsion...I’ve never seen anyone seriously unwell from a hypo...I’ve never had to for example give glucagon or had to give them a drip...That has never happened...And yet the sporting activity we’ve done has been...very intense...and also has been totally out of the normal activity pattern of the child...So uhm I think the dangers are over-stated.’ – physician (109D)

Educate patients, family, and those working with patients, to build their confidence in the patient to participate in physical activity.

Insulin pump therapy facilitates physical activity participation

‘X [daughter] has been able to join clubs, do exercise, go out on her own now which she just couldn’t do when she was on the injection therapy...the pumps phenomenal... dealing with our distress [laughs], fear of letting her exercise.’ – mother of an adolescent girl (103C)

‘Uhm like before I had the pump and the injections it was a nightmare to take part cause I couldn’t go swimming and I couldn’t really do a lot of kind of basketball, in case it kind of, like, I had to like go too high or whatever and I’d have to come off [the court] or that. And now I’ve got the pump I can do whatever...it’s a whole lot easier to go and do stuff than it was.’ – adolescent girl (103C)

‘He’s [son] more in control cause he can just take it [the pump] off and...
[unclear], put it back on [for swimming]. Uhm you know obviously it’s good for, you know there’s more flexibility than...[X number of] injections a day...But not everybody’s on the pump and it’s so hard to get just now.’ – mother of a young boy (111P)

4.2c

Education on what sedentary behavior is 'Uhm I think sitting down for no reason can be a bad thing where you could be instead going out and doing exercise. But also like I think it’s still important to tell people like if you’re getting low not to go and run a marathon.’ – adolescent girl (101C)

We have seen it [there’s] days eh I have been too busy so we haven’t gone out very much and his [son’s] sugar levels have been 12 [pause] most constantly...you need to sit sometimes...but you have to have a balance.’ mother of a young boy (110P)

4.3a

Educate patients and families on the definition and recommendations for sedentary behavior.

4.3b

‘I mean it’s just you know a...balancing life, I think. I mean I do know that if...we, like, if she sits in front of a DVD and is on normal insulin...then she will go high, and likewise if she sits in a car a long journey she’s having normal insulin, she will go high. So if she’s...if she’s just, if she’s not physically active, because of her norm is much more active, then it does, does have an affect...You don’t chase around with a big stick all day.’ – mother of a young girl (115P)

4.3c

Goal setting and Getting people to... set goals for themselves...so it’s things that they can achieve Set realistic,

4.3d

‘I suppose it’s also trying to teach them about knowing sedentary behavior...rather than having to start tennis or whatever....things that they will do rather than putting them off.’ – dietitian (107D)

4.4a

Pediatric Diabetes
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rewards would be good... achievable goals...for children that don’t really do anything. You know big charts and things like that...and as they reach each goal they get some—...a reward.’ – mother of an adolescent boy (117P)

‘So it’s not just go outside and do something... A target, so each time you go to the doctor then they say....this is your target for this time.’ – young boy (110C)

Linking behavior change to health

'Some sort of way of introducing it [physical activity] that it’s something that, in addition to your HbA1c you need to be thinking about your exercise as well and actually you’re able to then plot by coming along to this club [potential physical activity intervention] and being more mindful of exercise that you see drops in the HbA1c as well...So that they can see that everything they’re putting in is worthwhile.' – mother of an adolescent girl (103P)

'It’s quite interesting [gaining feedback]...like you find out how healthy or unhealthy you are and I wannae [want to] do more, like, because I’m quite unhealthy.’ – adolescent girl (108C)

Timing

Near diagnosis

‘The things that they tell you in that two weeks [post-diagnosis] you don’t ever forget...there’s a heightened awareness of everything you’re getting told and I think if you build into that the need for exercise and how much exercise is going to benefit children as a whole, but certainly children with diabetes then...I think yes...the earlier you kind of tell them that then the better.’ – mother of an adolescent girl (101P)

achieviable targets/goals and provide incentives/rewards. 4.4b

Feedback to patients on the efficacy of changing their behavior/s on their health outcomes. 4.5a

Intervene as near to diagnosis as possible depending on the severity and experiences of diagnosis. 5.0a
'Well like getting used to like taking insulin and stuff and then you should introduce [physical activity]...so that they’re like used to having all that.’ – adolescent boy (117C)

‘...I think the sooner they understand, the better.’ – mother of a young girl (112P)

‘...I think right away. Yeah I mean there’s obviously so much information that you get immediately but that’s kind of easier and memorable one with all the kind of stuff that’s going on, so yeah I mean any opportunity as soon as possible...I think probably parents feel very motivated at that point as well.’ – mother of a young girl (115P)

‘...When X [son] was diagnosed as much as it was a shock we recognised it and we thought that he was [diabetic]....and [with] X’s [husband being] diabetic as well. So as much as it was a shock, we also knew how to deal with it. And we could have probably spoke[n] about it [physical activity] reasonably quickly after diagnosis. But other people that maybe don’t have anything, and they’re trying to just take in what diabetes is about, it might be a wee [little] bit too, too quick to talk about it straight away...Maybe mentioning it to them, you know, “just because they now have diabetes doesn’ae [doesn’t] mean to say that they can’t have their, their normal childhood,” but maybe not make such a big issue about it until...they’ve accepted the diabetes kind of thing.’ – mother of a young boy (124C)
For Peer Review

**Individualised approach**  

‘Every child’s different and their attitudes are different and their environment’s different. It’s..., it’s very hard to say..., you know what motivates one child and... completely different to another...it’s all very subjective. It depends on the child...it’s all very dependent on who...you’re dealing with.’ – mother of an adolescent boy (119P)

Avoiding a homogenous, “cookie cutter approach.”
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